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KELEŞ INŞAAT includes business centers and shopping centers in its product range

in addition to the luxury residence construction, further extending its product and

production range for 30 years. Our firm adopted the principle of never

compromising the quality and robust constructions in all of its productions.

KELEŞ INŞAAT has been providing its services with the power generated from

its deep rooted history, by preserving its working understanding established on

ffocusing, differentiation, and innovative bases.
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REFERANSLAR

Esma Sultan Apartmanı

Defne Apartmanı

Cornerlife Mimaroba Cornerlife GünesliIstanbul Tower
.

Elite Palas

Keles Plaza

Sinanoba Konakları

Floria Life

Güzel Bahçe KonaklarıBeylikdüzü Is Merkezi Ayısıgı Evleri-.

Capacity Avm

Çekmecem Evleri Yasemin Apartmanı

Idgü Apartmanı
.

Kuskonmaz Apartmanı
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- Istanbul Airport    30min

- Taksim Square     20min

- The Coastal Line  8min 

Project area is surrounded by many universities, hospitals and shopping malls

Hospilas (Memorial, Medipol, Atakoy hospital) 8 minutes

Universities (Aydin, Kultur, Arel) 5 minutes

Shopping malls (Mall of Istanbul, Capacity mall) 10 minutes



Keleş center project has been built on an area of 23.000 m2 with marvelous green views.
The project consists of 3 blocks, A,B And C .
A Block has becomes a courthouse.
B block are a offices.
C block are residential and home office.
B and C Blocks has made of 11 floors with 264 flats and 234 offices.
C bloC block consists of 2 types 1+1 - 2+1
The project has 3 open and green views of Istanbul municipality garden, Central Park and external garden.
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Blocks are designed with  hotel concept-like

buildings with a classy surface to enable

natural sun light  inside.
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Sample Apartment 2+1



52 Commercial Shops



Living Room











FACILITIES
The project enjoys many facilities that take an area of 2000 m2 like:

- Close swimming pool
- Fitness center
- Sauna
- Turkish bath
- Me- Meeting room
- Kids club
- Cinema room
- Security 24/7
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